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Bullfrog Spas Launches PowerPerSquareFoot.com, a Best Practices Content Hub 

for Hot Tub Retail Professionals  

Bullfrog Spas, innovative manufacturer of portable hot tubs, launches an online content 

hub designed to support hot tub professionals and empower dealer success.  

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH – Bullfrog Spas is pleased to announce the launch of an all 

new Power Per Square Foot content hub at PowerPerSquareFoot.com. The new site is 

a rebrand, reorganization, and replacement of the online blog publication, 

H2Insider.com. 

Power Per Square Foot is a Bullfrog Spas-produced collection of proven retail best 

practices from retailers inside and outside the industry. Content hub resources include 

detailed how-to articles, consumer-facing marketing materials, and helpful webinars hot 

tub professionals can use to boost performance and maximize their business 

investment. 

In addition to bringing content in line with Power Per Square Foot principles, 

organization and navigation of content resources were top priorities with the redesign. 

Articles now can be segmented by audience type (owner/manager, sales team, and 

service department) and by topic category (business management, marketing, sales, 

and service).  

The aim of this shift has been to make the most useful and relevant information about 

growing a hot tub business available to spa retailers in a well-communicated, easy-to-

find way. 

Bullfrog Spas Director of Marketing, Jake Ricks, explains, “As spa manufacturers, we 

recognize our industry depends on a strong local retail channel. That channel has never 

faced more challenges from emerging marketplaces and powerful technology. But local 

brick and mortar retailers can win. Our aim with Power Per Square Foot is to educate, 
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support, and empower retailers. We see education and adoption of best practices as a 

critical step not just for the retailers in our network, but for the hot tub industry as a 

whole.”  

Visit the Power Per Square Foot Content Hub at: PowerPerSquareFoot.com.  

About Bullfrog International  

Bullfrog International LC began in 1996, engineering quality portable hot tubs with 

patented JetPak Technology under the brand name Bullfrog Spas. JetPaks are modular 

jetted spa seats that can be interchanged at any time. Bullfrog’s current ultra-efficient 

JetPak Therapy System is a re-engineered hi-tech version of the original JetPak 

concept. Bullfrog International, is headquartered in the Salt Lake City, Utah metro area 

and currently distributes, licenses, and retails its products in the United States, Canada, 

Australia, New Zealand, South America, Asia, and Europe. Bullfrog Spas and the 

JetPak Therapy System are protected by numerous US and international patents.  

For questions about Bullfrog Spas or Bullfrog International call 801.565.8111. Bullfrog 

International executives are available for interview.  
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